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W
elcome to the debut of RLC Talent Magazine, your 
new lens on the fashion world, highlighting Southern 
California’s dynamic landscape. This publication 
delves deeper than the surface glamour, uncovering 
the true narratives and the influential figures shaping 
the pulse of the fashion, beauty, and entertainment 
industries.

Our first issue celebrates Leila Ciancaglini, the visionary CEO 
of RLC Talent Agency and the mastermind behind RLC Talent 
Magazine. Alongside her story, we spotlight the disruptors and 
visionaries whose innovative approaches are redefining the 
standards in fashion, beauty, and entertainment. Leila has made a 
significant mark in the Los Angeles fashion scene with her series 
of fashion events. These shows are not just visually stunning but 
also deeply committed to making a difference, demonstrating the 
unifying power of fashion.

RLC Talent Magazine was born from Leila’s desire to transform 
fleeting fashion moments into lasting narratives. This magazine is 
not just about the latest trends or high-profile events; it’s a deeper 
exploration of the creative journeys, challenges, and triumphs 
within the fashion industry, emphasizing fashion’s role in driving 
positive change.

Through RLC Talent Magazine, Leila continues to support the 
diversity, creativity, and impact of fashion. This publication is 
more than just a magazine; it represents Leila’s conviction in the 
transformative power of fashion to connect and uplift. As we set 
out on this adventure, we extend our heartfelt thanks to you, our 
readers. Together, we will explore inspiring tales, breathtaking 
designs, and the amazing individuals behind them. RLC Talent 
Magazine stands as a celebration of fashion’s true essence, 
merging style with meaningful content.

Welcome to RLC Talent Magazine—where every story is filled 
with passion, every trend offers a peek into the future, and each 
issue aims to bring us closer to a world enriched by fashion’s 
influence. Here’s to the journey ahead, filled with inspiration and 
driven by the enduring spirit of the fashion community.
Thank you for being part of our beginning. 

Warm regards,

Copyright © 2024, RLC Model & Talents. 
All rights reserved. No part of this publi-
cation may be reproduced, distributed, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, 
including photocopying, recording, or other 
electronic or mechanical methods, without 
the prior written permission of the publisher, 
except in the case of brief quotations em-
bodied in critical reviews and certain other 
noncommercial uses permitted by copyright 
law. 

Disclaimer: RLC Model & Talents strives 
for accuracy and integrity in all published 
content. As part of our commitment to pro-
viding the best possible reading experience, 
we utilize artificial intelligence technologies 
to enhance and optimize text. While every 
effort is made to ensure the quality and 
authenticity of our articles, readers are ad-
vised that AI technology may be employed 
for text refinement and enhancement pur-
poses. By submitting any material via post, 
email, social network, or other means, you 
automatically grant RLC Model & Talents a 
royalty-free, perpetual, irrevocable, non-ex-
clusive license to use, reproduce, modify, 
adapt, publish, translate, create derivative 
works from, distribute, and display such ma-
terial worldwide in any form, media, or tech-
nology now known or hereafter developed 
for the full term of any rights that may exist 
in such content.

This digital magazine is published by 
MediaWays Publishing. For more informa-
tion about our publications, please visit our 
website at mediawayspub.com. Thank you 
for your interest and support.

Editor & Designer Daniel Sinoca

Cover Photo by Mikhail Bodnaryuk

Leila Ciancaglini
CEO of RLC Talent Agency

rlctalentagency.com

RLC Talent Magazine’s 
Editorial Team
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The bustling heart of Los Ange-
les, alive with dreams as vivid 
as its sunsets and ambition as 
deep as the Pacific, serves as 
the backdrop for Leila Cian-

caglini’s remarkable journey. As the 
dynamic CEO of RLC Talent Agency, 
she has made a name for herself in the 
fashion and entertainment industry. 
Originally from Argentina and imbued 
with a spirit as fiery as her homeland, 
Leila didn’t just bring her suitcases 
when she moved to LA; she brought 
a vision to revolutionize the modeling 
world and the entire fashion industry.

“Making waves 
in the fashion 
industry”
Over the past five months, Leila has been 
making waves with a series of stunning 
fashion shows, curating an impressive 
lineup of designers, models, photogra-
phers, and filmmakers to showcase their 
work in some of Malibu’s most breath-
taking locations. From the vibrant en-
ergy of Intercrew LA to the elegance of 
Senator Jones and the cultural spectacle 
of the 125th Golden Dragon Lunar New 
Year Parade, each event has been a feast 
for the senses, sponsored by transfor-
mative movements like AiWellness and 
Rasharevolution and broadcast live on 
ABC and NBC. These shows have not 
only serenaded audiences with singers 
but have also honored top designers with 
awards for their outstanding contributions 
to the industry, demonstrating Leila’s 
keen eye for talent and her passion for 
excellence.

Photo by Claire Pearce │ Unbuttoned Studio
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What truly sets Leila apart 
from other fashion show 
producers is her unwav-
ering commitment to the 
community. With each 

show, a portion of the profits is dedicat-
ed to supporting children and families in 
need. Through her Roku TV show “Leila 
Live” and features in magazines like Diz-
zy, Leila raises awareness for important 
causes, using her platform to make a sig-
nificant positive impact on society.

The talent lineup at Leila’s shows is noth-
ing short of impressive, with artists like 
Leeroy, Justen Best, Ksenia Angel, and 
Iakopo, alongside designers such as Karl 
Keni, Jesse J Collections & The Trend 
Haus, Blue Malibu, and Camilla Seretti, 
gracing the runway. 

This diverse array of talent, combined 

with Leila’s strategic networking and 
personal touch, has propelled RLC Talent 
Agency to the forefront of the industry.

“Unwavering 
determination”

Back in 2002, when her agency was just 
taking its first steps and she was still mas-
tering the English language, Leila found 
herself at a pivotal moment, teetering 
between doubt and resolve. Fueled by an 
unwavering determination, she propelled 
herself into a crucial meeting, one that 
was destined to redefine her career’s tra-
jectory. 

Designer: Karl Kani 
Photo by Ronald Benjamin
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“Dreams know 
no borders and 
that, with dedi-
cation, they can 
indeed transform 
into tangible 
successes” 
Despite the language barrier, 
Leila’s passion spoke vol-
umes, captivating a distribu-
tor with the talent she repre-
sented.

The distributor was none 
other than Tecate beer, a 
name that resonated across 
bars and homes alike. They 
were so impressed by Lei-
la’s presentation and the 
models she introduced that 
they offered her an op-
portunity on the spot—an 
opportunity that would 
flourish into a 15-year 
partnership, laying the 
foundation for Ragaza LC 
Models Inc.’s esteemed 
reputation.

In a mere six months, 
Ragaza LC Models Inc. 
experienced exponential 
growth, a testament to 
Leila’s strategic net-
working and personal 
touch in an increasing-
ly digital world. Her 
hands-on approach, 

symbolized by the thousands of personal 
business cards she handed out, has made 
RLC Talent Agency a coveted name in the 
industry. 

Embarking on her venture with 
nothing more than a modest 
sum of money and a heart full 
of aspirations, Leila’s ascent 
from the spirited avenues of 

Argentina to the pinnacle of Los Ange-
les’s fashion industry encapsulates a saga 

of grit, vision, and triumph. 
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Her story vividly illustrates 
the conviction that, armed 
with zeal, persistence, and 
a personal touch, the globe 
becomes a stage for one’s 

ambitions. Leila Ciancaglini’s unique 
fusion of business savvy and creative zest 
has continually challenged and reshaped 
the definition of a luminary in today’s era, 
showcasing that dreams know no borders 
and that, with dedication, 
they can indeed transform 
into tangible successes.

Today, her agency shines 
as a beacon for aspiring 
models and actors, with 
top talents like Evgeni-
ia Goncharova, Maryna 
Potapenko, Sisily Marin, 
and a host of others, mak-
ing RLC Talent Agency a 
coveted name in the in-
dustry. Leila Ciancaglini’s 
unique fusion of business 
savvy and creative zest 
has not only redefined 
the definition of a lumi-
nary in today’s era but 
also showcased that, with 
dedication, dreams can 
transform into tangible 
successes. 

Leila’s narrative is a vi-
brant illustration of per-
sistence’s power, serving 
as a universal beacon for 
those driven by ambition. 
Transitioning from the 
vibrant theaters of Argen-
tina to the dazzling lime-

light of Los Angeles, her path has been 
emblematic of resilience, inventiveness, 
and profound change. 

Her story vividly illustrates the convic-
tion that, armed with zeal, persistence, 
and a personal touch, the globe becomes 
a stage for one’s ambitions, proving that 
dreams know no borders and that, with 
hard work, they indeed become reality.

Photography by Kevin Le

https://www.instagram.com/kevinle_photographer/
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T
he tale of Carl Williams, who 
the world would come to 
know as Karl Kani, unfolds 
like a modern-day odyssey, 
tracing a path from humble 

beginnings to the summit of global 
fashion. Emerging from the 
rich cultural mosaic that is 
Brooklyn, New York, Karl 
Kani’s story is woven 
from threads of fervent 
passion, steadfast 
perseverance, and 
a deep-seated 
conviction in the 
transformative 
power of 
dreams. Born 
Carl Williams 
in Costa Rica, 
he moved to the 
United States 
with his family 
in the late 
1960s, 

settling into the diverse and bustling 
life of Brooklyn. It was here, influenced 
by the dynamic explosion of hip hop 
culture, a cultural revolution that would 
shape his destiny.

At 16, armed with nothing but a 
vision and his innate sense of style, 
he embarked on shaping his future. 
Leveraging his natural talent for design, 
he started creating his own clothing, 
an endeavor initially cultivated within 
his father’s business framework, 
showcasing his innate understanding 
of urban fashion’s core rather than a 
reliance on formal education.

Faced with the challenges of carving 
out a space in the fiercely competitive 
fashion arena, Kani’s early career 
was a testament to his 
grit and determination. 

Despite facing 
numerous 
obstacles, 
including a 
challenging start 

in Los Angeles 
and the difficulties 

of establishing his 
brand through catalog 

sales, it was his 
relentless drive and 
inventive approach 
that ultimately 
spotlighted Karl 
Kani in the fashion 
world, significantly 
aided by a strategic 
promotional move 
on The Today Show.

The launch of the 
Karl Kani brand 
was more than a 

business venture; 
it was the 

birth of a 
movement. 

Karl Kani wove his 
dreams into the very 
fabric of the fashion 
world, crafting a 
legacy that stands 
as a testament to 
innovation and 
resilience. 

CREATIVE SOPHISTICATION
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With designs that vibrated with 
authenticity and a connection to the 
streets, Kani redefined urbanwear. The 
baggy jeans that became his signature 
were not just fashion statements but 
symbols of a deeper understanding 
of his audience’s desires and needs. 
The launch of Karl Kani Infinity in 
1994 marked his bold entry into a 

competitive market, 

setting him 
apart as a pioneer who would not just 
participate in the fashion world but 
change it.
The narrative of Karl Kani is not limited 
to the clothes he created but is woven 
into the very fabric of urban culture. 
With innovations like the Big & Tall 
line and the creation of Kani Ladies, 
he broke down barriers, championing 
inclusivity and diversity long before 
they became industry buzzwords. His 
journey from the streets of Brooklyn 
to the pinnacle of urban fashion is a 
testament to the power of belief, the 

courage to dream big, and the strength 
to turn those dreams into reality.
In the latest unveiling from the iconic 
fashion house of Karl Kani, a new 
narrative of style is woven through a 
collection that masterfully balances 
the essence of timeless wardrobe 
essentials with a fresh infusion of 
innovative design elements. This 
collection is not merely a revival of 

past trends but a reimagining 

that pays homage to the familiar 
while boldly charting new territories in 
fashion design.

At the heart of this collection are the 
quintessential silhouettes that have 
defined generations: the relaxed drape 
of baggy pants, the commanding 
presence of oversized jackets, the 
casual ease of exaggerated shorts, and 
the understated comfort of well-crafted 
shirts. However, these are not mere 
reproductions of bygone styles. Each 
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piece is redefined through inventive 
design, with every cut, seam, and stitch 
imbued with purpose, transforming the 
familiar into the extraordinary.

T
his collection exemplifies the 
art of playful experimentation 
with design fundamentals, 
embracing 

creative shapes, 
juxtaposing 
proportions, and 
introducing a 
playful structure 
to each piece. The 
compelling details, 
whether in the 
form of unexpected 
fabric combinations, 
innovative fastening 
systems, or avant-
garde accessory 
pairings, elevate these 
outfits to what Karl 
Kani calls “the new 
classics.”

Precision in cut and 
boldness in execution 
mark this collection, 
reflecting Karl Kani’s 
commitment to quality 
and his visionary 
approach to fashion. 
The collection captures 
the spirit of Karl Kani, a 
brand at the intersection 
of tradition and innovation, 
constantly redefining the 
boundaries of style.

As these “new classics” find 
their place in the closets 
of fashion aficionados, 
they become more than 
just clothing items; they are 
part of a larger narrative 
that celebrates the legacy 

of Karl Kani and ventures into 
uncharted territories of design. This 
collection invites us to reconsider our 
understanding of style, urging us to find 
beauty in the balance of the timeless 
and the transformative.
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Model: Julia Vaganova | Designer: Karl Kani
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/vaganova_juliaa/
https://www.instagram.com/karlkani/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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Model: Cheyenne Rogers | Designer: Karl Kani
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/cheyenne.elizz/
https://www.instagram.com/karlkani/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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I
n the effervescent world of inter-
national football, where talent and 
glamour collide with the dreams of 
millions, Claude Dielna emerges as 
a beacon of resilience and grace. 

Born on the picturesque shores of 
France on December 14, 1987, Dielna’s 
journey from a promising young talent 
at Caen to a seasoned central defender 
for Major League Soccer teams encap-
sulates the spirit of modern athleticism 
combined with the sophistication of a 
seasoned artist.

Dielna’s career, marked by milestones 
and decorated with achievements, is 
a narrative of passion interwoven with 
the art of football. Signing his first pro-
fessional contract with Lorient in April 
2007, a moment he describes as his 
“greatest sporting joy,” Dielna’s odys-
sey took him from the historic leagues 
of France to the prestigious pitches of 
Olympiacos le Pirée in Greece—a team 
synonymous with excellence and a 
fervent fan base, regularly competing in 
the Champions League. 

Claude Dielna’s journey has taken 
him from the top tier of French football 
at Ajaccio FC, through the challeng-
ing leagues of England with Shef-
field Wednesday, and onto the victory 
stands with Hamrun Spartans in Malta. 
This global trek signifies more than the 
path of a professional athlete; it sym-
bolizes the voyage of a man whose 
leadership and quiet resolve shine 
brightly, illuminating the essence of 
true character and determination.
Beyond the boundaries of the football 
pitch, Dielna’s narrative surpasses 
mere athletic achievement, embodying 
a quest for excellence and the spirit 
of a leader whose influence extends 
into the broader spectrum of life. His 
achievements, woven together with 
moments of victory and profound lead-
ership, reach into the domains of per-
sonal growth and artistic endeavor, 
showcasing a legacy that impacts far 
more than the fields he has conquered. 
As Dielna leaves an indelible mark on 
the world of sports, his journey takes 
a remarkable turn, seamlessly tran-

DIELNA’S STORY TRANSCENDS 
ATHLETIC ACHIEVEMENT, 
REFLECTING A RELENTLESS 
PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE AND AN 
INDOMITABLE SPIRIT

ELEGANT EDGE
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sitioning from the adrenaline-fueled 
stadiums to the sophisticated ateliers 
of haute couture. In this new chapter, 
Claude Dielna emerges as a pioneering 
force in the fashion industry, launching 
his debut venture, Dielna Clothing. 

Merging his passion for style with the 
finesse that characterized his sports 
career, he crafts a clothing line that 
reflects his multifaceted identity. 
This seamless transition from celebrat-
ed athlete to fashion mogul showcases 
Dielna’s ability to redefine boundaries, 
proving that his quest for excellence 
knows no limits. 

Dielna Clothing stands as a testament 
to his vision, where elegance meets 
innovation, marking the beginning of a 
new legacy in the mesmerizing world 
oWWf haute couture.
Dielna Clothing, born from a collabo-
ration with Maison Popline, a beacon 

of French craftsmanship, represents a 
bold step into the fashion industry by 
Dielna. 

With his name etched into every piece, 
he brings a collection that is as dynam-
ic and classy as the man himself. 
What sets Dielna Clothing apart is not 
just the quality of French fabrics and 
couture but its departure from the con-
ventional. 

The line offers a variety of suits that 
defy the norms, imbued with colors that 
are vibrant yet sophisticated, styles 
that blend tradition with a touch of mod-
ern flair, making each piece a unique 
statement.

The genesis of Dielna Clothing was fu-
eled by his desire to create something 
that mirrored his own journey—a blend 
of discipline, respect, and hard work, 
attributes that have guided him through 

Photography by  Anthony Bryce
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the world of professional 
sports to the echelons of 
fashion. 
The energy of the col-
lection is a reflection of 
Dielna’s own spirit, em-
bodying the struggle, the 
elegance, and the relent-
less pursuit of excellence.
Dielna’s engagement with 
the fashion world ex-
tends beyond the drawing 
board. 

A regular at Fashion 
Weeks in Paris, LA, and 
NYC, his presence is a 
bridge between the ath-
leticism of his past and 
the sartorial elegance of 
his present. His line is not 
just clothing; it is a narra-
tive, a slice of his journey 
translated into fabric and 
thread. 

It speaks of a man who 
respects the values he 
grew up with while dar-
ing to dream and rede-
fine success on his own 
terms.

The adjustments made 
are subtle for improved 
readability and consis-
tency, without altering the 
original meaning or tone 
of your piece.

Model: Justen Best | Designer: Dielna Clothing
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/justendbest/
https://www.instagram.com/cheyenne.elizz/
https://www.instagram.com/iambilaldielna/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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Model: Justen Best  & jonathan Williams | Designer: Dielna Clothing
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/justendbest/
https://www.instagram.com/cheyenne.elizz/
https://www.instagram.com/jonathansden/
https://www.instagram.com/iambilaldielna/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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Model: Justen Best  & Julia Vaganova  | Designer: Dielna Clothing
Photography by  Anthony Bryce 

https://www.instagram.com/justendbest/
https://www.instagram.com/cheyenne.elizz/
https://www.instagram.com/vaganova_juliaa/
https://www.instagram.com/iambilaldielna/
https://www.instagram.com/thebrycestudio/?img_index=6
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I
magine a world where your workout 
clothes work as hard as you do. This 
is the vision Brenda Trujillo turned 
into reality with her innovative athlet-
ic brand, ActivePear. Trujillo, with her 

roots deeply planted in her Latina heri-
tage, has navigated a successful 20-year 
career spanning engineering, computer 
science, and Chicano studies at UCLA. 
Yet, it’s her latest venture that’s capturing 
the spotlight, changing the game in wom-
en’s athletic wear.

Brenda’s story isn’t just about academic 
or professional success; it’s a narrative of 
breaking barriers and setting new bench-
marks. After two decades at UCLA, she 
embarked on a new journey, founding 
ActivePear. Her mission? To blend func-
tionality, style, and innovation in athletic 
wear designed for women by women.

2024 was a landmark year for Active-
Pear with the launch of the hot leggings. 
These aren’t your average leggings. 
Brenda infused them with a built-in 
sweatband around the tummy area, tar-
geting the common goal many share: 
reducing water weight during workouts. 
Brenda’s brainchild, these hot leggings, 
are something else. They’re like your best 
gym buddy, making sure you’re looking 
good and working hard, all while keep-
ing you comfy. It’s a rare find in a sea of 

“You Are 
The Greatest 
Project You Will 
Ever Work On”

workout clothes that either look great or 
perform well – Brenda’s creation doesn’t 
make you choose.

With ActivePear, she’s not just running a 
business; she’s lifting others up, showing 
women everywhere that taking control of 
your health and fitness is the first step to 
owning your power. Her favorite saying, 
“You Are The Greatest Project You Will 
Ever Work On,” isn’t just a catchy phrase; 
it’s the heartbeat of everything she does.

Brenda lives by the idea that we’re all 
works in progress, constantly evolving 
and improving. ActivePear stands as 
more than a brand – it’s a mission, a 
call to every woman to invest in herself, 
be it through breaking a sweat, learning 
something new, or just taking a moment 
to breathe and be proud of who she is.

As Brenda navigates ActivePear through 
new challenges and opportunities, her 
influence ripples out, touching lives far 
beyond the boardroom or the gym. Her 
path serves as a guiding light for any-
one dreaming of making a mark on the 
world. Brenda’s not just building a brand; 
she’s crafting a legacy of empowerment, 
showing that with a bit of grit and a lot 
of heart, you can inspire change and 
empower others to discover their inner 
strength.

ACTIVE VERVE
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Model: Eleanor Onalee | Designer: Active Pear
Photography by Claire Pearce

https://www.instagram.com/ona_adventure/
https://www.instagram.com/activepear_/
https://www.instagram.com/unbuttonedphotography/
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Model: Sisily Marin | Designer: Active Pear
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/sisilymarin/
https://www.instagram.com/activepear_/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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I
n the bustling streets of Niagara Falls and 
the dynamic urban landscape of Toronto, 
Sunny Stef Tor was born—she would journey 
through the worlds of fashion, athleticism, 
and music, to redefine the essence of style. 

It is a tale of creativity, and unyielding chase for 
the extraordinary. This is the story of iSeeNeon, 
a brand that has become synonymous with the 
term “LUX COOL,” a seamless fusion of luxury 
and streetwear that transcends boundaries and 
defies conventions.
The late 90s marked the beginning of this ex-
traordinary journey, a period of exploration and 
learning at various prestigious fashion schools. 
With an unquenchable thirst for knowledge and 
experience, the journey stretched across the 
globe—from Toronto to Florida, London, and 
Los Angeles—each destination imbuing a dis-
tinct palette of influences, cultures, and experi-
ences.
During this journey , a passion for skateboard-
ing and snowboarding was discovered at the 
tender age of 14, intertwining the worlds of 
fashion and athleticism. This newfound love 
led to a remarkable victory at The World Wake-
skate Championships in 2004, not just marking 
a milestone as a professional athlete but also 
lighting the path to a new chapter.
Transitioning seamlessly into the realm of fash-
ion, the journey took a pivotal turn In 2010, 
a shift towards fashion saw involvement with 
Jeremy Scott as the knitwear/denim designer 
and production assistant. This role facilitated 
collaborations with top artists and fashion icons, 
creating iconic looks that were showcased on 
international runways and stages. 
The year 2011 ushered in another shift, this 

time towards the energetic beats of Afro beats 
and Caribbean music as a DJ. This decade-long 
musical journey not only highlighted diverse 
talents but also led to managing wardrobe for 
World Music Tours for stars like Rihanna and 
Usher, blending a love for fashion with the vi-
brant energy of live performances. 
At its heart, iSeeNeon embodies “LUX COOL,” 
a concept that blends luxury with streetwear, 
challenging traditional norms and setting new 
trends. From urban streets to fashion runways, 
iSeeNeon demonstrates the impact of following 
one’s dreams, embracing the journey, and the 
incredible outcomes when diverse elements 
come together.
Looking ahead, iSeeNeon is on a path of con-
tinuous growth, reshaping the fashion world with 
its innovative and diverse influences. It’s a brand 
for those bold enough to dream, explore, and 
push beyond the usual limits. Enter the world of 
iSeeNeon, where each detail narrates a part of 
a larger story of creativity, passion, and un-
matched originality.

“BOLDLY 
BLENDING 
DIVERSE 
WORLDS”

SETTING TRENDS, DEFYING CONVENTIONS

Model: Marina | Designer: I See Neon
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/m.a.r.i.n.a.d.e.l.r.e.y/
https://www.instagram.com/iseeneonlosangeles/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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Model: Johana Moran | Designer: I See Neon
Photography by  Mikhail Bodnaryuk

https://www.instagram.com/johanamoranvz/
https://www.instagram.com/anfisaria/
https://www.instagram.com/iseeneonlosangeles/
https://www.instagram.com/mikhailbodnaryuk/
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Model: Anfisaria Ria | Designer: I See Neon
Photography by  Mikhail Bodnaryuk

https://www.instagram.com/anfisaria/
https://www.instagram.com/iseeneonlosangeles/
https://www.instagram.com/mikhailbodnaryuk/
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Model: Christa Moelleke Lezama | Designer: I See Neon
Photography by Mikhail Bodnaryuk

https://www.instagram.com/iseeneonlosangeles/
https://www.instagram.com/mikhailbodnaryuk/
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Model: Ariana Lezama | Designer: I See Neon
Photography by  Usmaan Mela

https://www.instagram.com/arilez1/
https://www.instagram.com/iseeneonlosangeles/
https://www.instagram.com/climartx/
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S
asha Brenden, Mandana Aliyasoraya, 
and Johnny Brenden are not just 
co-founders; they are a family united 
by style, safety, and substance. 
Together, they craft accessories that 

are as protective as they are stylish, proving 
that sun safety can indeed be chic. Their 
collection, Beach Bxtch Bella, captures the 
essence of their vision: to blend elegance with 
essential sun protection, all while supporting a 
cause close to their hearts.

When Sasha, with her finger on the pulse of 
fashion, Mandana, the detail-oriented planner, 
and Johnny, the driving force behind their 
business ventures, decided to join forces, they 
were inspired by personal experiences under 
the sun—those idyllic yet harshly lit afternoons 
that called for a solution to a common plight. 
Thus, the idea for a line of fashion-forward sun 
protection was born.

Their first creations were a series of parasols 
that do more than just shade their users from 
the sun. These are meticulously designed to 
be fashion statements, robust enough for any 
sunny day outing. With materials carefully 
chosen for both protective properties and 
aesthetic appeal, these parasols provide 
a perfect mix of function and fashion. 
Complementing the parasols are handheld 
fans—light, portable, and beautifully crafted 
to offer a cooling breeze, making them 

indispensable companions for any outdoor 
occasion. Every product in the Beach Bxtch 
Bella line carries a dual promise: impeccable 
style and unwavering protection from the sun’s 
rays. The family’s commitment to elegance 
and safety is matched by their dedication to 
philanthropy. 

A partnership with the Brenden Mann 
Foundation means that each sale from the 
collection helps fund cancer research, doubling 
the impact with a matching donation.

The Brendens continue to innovate, driven by 
their collective passion and individual flair. As 
they look to the future, they aim to integrate 
more sustainable materials and unique designs 
that cater to a global audience. They envision 
a world where enjoying the sun doesn’t mean 
compromising on style or safety. Through their 
designs, they offer more than just accessories; 
they provide a stylish shield against the 
elements, a breezy respite on demand, and the 
opportunity to contribute to a vital cause.

Crafting accessories that offer protection and 
panache, the Brenden family invites everyone 
to embrace the sun—safely, stylishly, and 
conscientiously. With each product, they are not 
just designing gear for the great outdoors; they 
are making a statement, supporting research, 
and celebrating the bond of family in every 
seam and shadow.

GLAMOUR UNDER THE SUN
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Model: Yauheniya Bandarenka & Mara Topics | Designer: BEACH BXTCH BELLA
Photography by Usmaan Mela

http://Yauheniya Bandarenka
https://www.instagram.com/maratopic/
https://www.instagram.com/beachbxtchbella/
https://www.instagram.com/climartx/
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Model: Leila Ciancaglini| Designer: BEACH BXTCH BELLA
Photography by Errol Webber

https://www.instagram.com/leilaciancaglinitv/
https://www.instagram.com/beachbxtchbella/
https://www.instagram.com/errolwebberus/
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W
elcome to the vibrant universe 
of Rocking Gypsy, a standout in 
beach-to-street fashion inspired 
by both the rhythmic waves of 
the ocean and the dynamic 

urban landscape of Southern California. 
Leading the charge is Claire Pinckney, a British 
fashion designer whose deep connection to 
nature and a keen sense of metropolitan 
flair have brought to life a brand as 
thoughtful as it is fashionable.

Claire’s venture into fashion 
began on the rugged coasts 
of the UK, where the sheer 
natural beauty kindled her 
passion for design. This 
passion traveled with 
her to Los Angeles, 
where she launched 
Rocking Gypsy, a label 
that melds the free-
spirited essence of 
the ocean with the 
sharp sophistication 
of London’s fashion 
scene.

Rocking Gypsy 
transcends the typical; 
it’s a cultural synthesis, 
marrying the laid-back 
vibe of California with a 
hint of British elegance, 
catering to everyone from 
beach enthusiasts to urban 
trendsetters. The guiding 
principle is straightforward: 
Be KIND - to yourself, others, 
and the planet. This principle 
permeates every layer of the 
brand, influencing both its designs 
and its production methods.

Sustainability is a cornerstone of Rocking 
Gypsy’s operations. Each article of clothing 
is constructed from ethically obtained, 
environmentally friendly materials, devoid 
of harsh chemicals such as AZO dyes and 
phthalates. Age-old skills like artisanal 
embroidery and beading are revitalized, 

heralding traditional craftsmanship while forging 
styles that are both timeless and innovative.

In defiance of the fast fashion industry, Rocking 
Gypsy advocates for small-scale production, 
emphasizing quality over quantity. This 
philosophy ensures the exclusivity of each 
item and aligns with their pledge to mitigate 

the fashion industry’s environmental 
impact. With limited styles and 

infrequent releases, each 
collection is thoughtfully 

curated to reduce waste 
and enhance impact.

The brand resonates 
with a worldwide 
community of 
visionaries and 
activists who share 
a mutual affection 
for fashion, nature, 
and humanity. 
Every piece is not 
merely clothing; 
it represents a 
broader story of 
joy, inspiration, 
and kindness, 
designed 
to empower 
individuals to 
dream freely and 
live boldly.

As Rocking Gypsy 
forges ahead, it 

invites everyone 
to adopt a lifestyle 

that honors individual 
style and environmental 

responsibility. With Claire 
Pinckney at the forefront, the 

brand does more than produce 
clothing—it sparks a movement, 

encouraging all to proudly embody 
their values and expand the possibilities of 
fashion.

Celebrate a life of boldness, sustainability, and 
style with Rocking Gypsy—where every item 
narrates a tale, and every tale commences with 
a dream.

ECLECTIC SUSTAINABLE FASHION
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Model: Mara Topic | Designer: Rocking Gypsy
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/maratopic/
https://rockinggypsy.com/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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Model: Ariana Lezama| Designer: Rocking Gypsy
Photography by Usmaan Mela

https://www.instagram.com/arilez1/
https://rockinggypsy.com/
https://www.instagram.com/climartx/
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A
t just 19 years old, Trevor Erwin is 
making a significant mark on the San 
Diego fashion scene with his innova-
tive streetwear brand, InsufficentFun. 
Unlike conventional fashion labels 

that mass-produce fleeting trends, Trevor’s ap-
proach is deeply personal and carefully curat-
ed. His flagship store, which recently opened 
its doors at 1201 University Ave in San Diego, 
serves not just as a retail space but as the heart 
of his creative operations.

Before fashion became his primary focus, Trevor 
was a dedicated amateur boxer, a discipline that 
taught him resilience and focus, qualities he 
now applies to his design work. A sports injury 
might have curtailed his boxing career, but it 
also paved the way for his profound journey into 
fashion. Trevor quickly transitioned his combat-
ive energy toward crafting unique garments, 
each reflecting a commitment to quality and 
individuality.

InsufficentFun stands out for its exclusive, lim-
ited-edition pieces. Trevor’s design philosophy 
sees fashion as a form of personal evolution—a 
belief that garments should adapt and change 
as their wearers do. This dynamic approach en-
sures that no two pieces are exactly alike, and 
that each collection evolves from one season 

to the next, much like how art progresses on a 
canvas.

Beyond just creating and selling clothes, Trevor 
is deeply invested in the San Diego community. 
He frequently speaks at local community col-
leges, sharing his insights on the intersection of 
creativity and entrepreneurship, while inspiring 
the next generation of designers. His support 
extends to local artists and athletes as well, nur-
turing a vibrant network of talent and passion.

As Trevor looks forward to expanding his hori-
zons through a fashion industry internship, he 
envisions InsufficentFun not merely as a brand 
but as a leading voice in redefining streetwear. 
With each garment, he invites his audience to 
experience a story of innovation and identity, 
encouraging them to see their clothing as not 
just fabric and thread but as a canvas for their 
personal narrative.

In the world of InsufficentFun, fashion is more 
than what you wear—it’s a declaration of per-
sonal identity and an ongoing dialogue between 
the creator and the wearer. Trevor Erwin is not 
just designing clothes; he’s crafting a legacy 
that invites everyone to redefine what street-
wear means to them.

“Live 
Authentically, 

Inspire Daily”

REDEFINING STYLE
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Model: James Hutson | Designer: Insufficent Fun
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/officialjameshutson/
https://www.instagram.com/insufficentfun/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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Model: Devin Hollinsworth | Designer: Insufficent Fun
Photography by Daniel Sinoca

https://www.instagram.com/devinhollirock/?img_index=1
https://www.instagram.com/insufficentfun/
https://www.instagram.com/daniel_sinoca_photo_art/
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S
hantel Berron, a dedicated 
mother of 5 and devoted 
wife of 17 years, is the vi-
sionary CEO and founder 
behind By Grace Decor. In 

2022, Shantel embarked on a remark-
able journey and launched By Grace 
Decor, a business that embodies her 
passion for handcrafted excellence 
and natural beauty.

By Grace Decor prides itself on cre-
ating products that are meticulously 
crafted by hand, with a commitment 
to using only natural, certified organic, 
and 100% sustainable ingredients.

Shantel and her team meticulously 
plan each step of the production pro-
cess to ensure that the exceptional 
properties and benefits of the raw 
materials are harnessed to provide 
optimal nourishment for the skin, body, 
and overall wellness of their custom-
ers.

“EVERYDAY 
IS A LUXURY 
USE LUXURY 
EVERYDAY”

BEAUTY REIMAGINED
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At By Grace Decor, ethical practices are 
at the core of the business ethos. The 
brand is proudly 100% cruelty-free and 
eco-friendly, with a mission to make a 
positive impact on the world without leav-
ing a carbon footprint. By prioritizing sus-
tainability and ethical sourcing,By  Grace 
Decor is dedicated to creating products 
that not only enhance beauty but also 
contribute to a healthier planet.

The philosophy at Grace Decor is encap-
sulated in the mantra, “EVERYDAY IS 
A LUXURY USE LUXURY EVERYDAY.” 
This belief reflects Shantel’s vision of ele-

vating everyday routines into moments of 
indulgence and self-care, with luxurious 
products that inspire a sense of well-be-
ing and pampering.

Through her unwavering dedication to 
quality, sustainability, and ethical prac-
tices, Shantel Berron has established 
Grace Decor as a beacon of excellence 
in the beauty and wellness industry. With 
a commitment to artisanal craftsmanship 
and natural beauty, Grace Decor is more 
than just a brand—it is a celebration of 
luxury, sustainability, and holistic well-be-
ing.
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https://rlctalentagency.com/
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I
n Hollywood’s whirlwind, 
where the spotlight can shift 
overnight, Robert Ri’chard 
emerges as an extraordi-
nary figure. His beginnings 

in Los Angeles laid the foun-
dation for a career defined by 
relentless dedication to acting, 
a remarkable depth of talent, 
and perseverance reminiscent 
of a storybook. Robert’s capti-
vating performances have gar-
nered global acclaim, securing 
his place as a favorite in homes 
worldwide.

Making his mark in the mid-90s, 
Robert quickly gained recogni-
tion through notable roles like 
Bobby Walker on Nickelodeon’s 
‘My Cousin Skeeter’ and in the 
Disney Channel’s ‘Alley Cats 
Strike.’ These initial successes 
were just the start, propelling him 
from teen sensation to a respect-
ed actor celebrated for his broad 
and engaging range of work.

Robert’s standout feature is his 
adaptability. He effortlessly em-
bodies each character, whether 
conveying the heartfelt sincerity in ‘Touched 
by an Angel’ or delivering a powerful perfor-
mance in ‘In His Father’s Shoes,’ earning him an 
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences award. 
His ability to move smoothly between genres, 
shown in his roles in ‘My Wife & Kids’ and ‘The 
Comebacks,’ demonstrates a versatility that is 
exceptional in the entertainment world.

But Robert’s accomplishments extend beyond 
the camera. His commitment to education led 
him to prestigious institutions like Johns Hop-
kins University and NASA’s Space Academy 
in Huntsville, Alabama, underscoring his pas-
sion for continuous self-improvement. Robert’s 
career path is diverse, featuring roles in films 
that range from the motivational ‘Coach Carter’ 
to the suspense-filled ‘House of Wax.’ His col-
laboration with cinema giants such as Samuel 
L. Jackson, John Travolta, and Oprah Winfrey 
underscores his respected standing in the film 

in-

dustry. Robert’s more recent work continues 
to engage and inspire audiences. Whether it’s 
playing Arnaz Ballard in the CW’s ‘One On One’ 
or captivating moviegoers in ‘Bolden’ and ‘The 
Fight That Never Ends,’ Robert shows no signs 
of slowing down. His ability to shine in guest 
appearances on hit shows like ‘NCIS,’ ‘CSI: 
Miami & NY,’ and ‘The Vampire Diaries’ further 
highlights his wide-ranging talent.

“Versatility 
and 

dedication” 

HOLLYWOOD’S CHARISMATIC STAR
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In 2023, Robert Ri’chard continued his remark-
able run of captivating performances with lead 
roles in a diverse array of films, further show-
casing his dynamic range and magnetic pres-
ence. 

His projects, including the gripping ‘Sweet-
water,’ the intense 
crime saga ‘No Turn-
ing Back,’ the enthrall-
ing romance thriller 
‘Vicious Affair,’ and the 
intriguing ‘RSVP,’ have 
once again affirmed 
his status as a ver-
satile powerhouse in 
the acting world. Each 
role, carefully chosen, 
has allowed Ri’chard to 
explore different fac-
ets of human emotion 
and complexity, further 
solidifying his position as 
a master storyteller on 
screen.

Looking ahead, Robert 
is set to embark on yet 
another compelling jour-
ney with his latest proj-
ect, ‘Homicide Suicide,’ 
directed by the acclaimed 
Dale A. Stelly. This new 
role promises to open up 
unprecedented avenues in 
Ri’chard’s career, offering 
him a canvas to delve deep-
er into the psychological 
intricacies of his character.

Starting out in Los Angeles 
and evolving into an Em-
my-awarded actor, Robert 
Ri’chard’s path reflects more 
than just fame; it’s about a 
deep-rooted commitment to 
creativity and excellence. 

His narrative serves as an 
inspiring example to aspiring 
talents in Hollywood and else-
where, demonstrating that suc-
cess that endures comes from 
a blend of natural ability, steadfast dedication, 
and an openness to learning and development.
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J
ust out of USC’s School of Dramatic 
Arts, Jack Esformes has quickly made 
his mark by creating his own unique 
projects. Unlike many who wait for op-
portunities to come knocking, Jack has 

taken a proactive approach to his career, diving 
headfirst into the creation of his own content. 
Within just two years, he has written, produced, 
and starred in three distinct short films: “Hope is 
Crying,” “Unrest,” and “Lungs.” These aren’t just 
any films; they’re his way of showing the world 
what he’s about. Each one offers a glimpse into 
different aspects of life and art, proving Jack’s 
not just a one-trick pony. 
But what’s really cool about Jack is he’s not 
waiting for his phone to ring. He writes, pro-
duces, and stars in his projects, showing he’s 
got the drive and the creativity to make things 
happen on his own terms. And he’s not stopping 
with shorts. He’s got his sights set on a feature 
film this summer, aiming to bring his stories to a 
larger audience. 
Beyond filmmaking, Jack continues to refine his 
craft through acting in theater and commercials. 
This not only demonstrates his versatility as an 
artist but also highlights his commitment to a 
broad spectrum of creative endeavors. By bal-
ancing his innovative projects with more tradi-
tional roles, he ensures a well-rounded develop-
ment of his skills and a deeper understanding of 
the industry.
Jack Esformes represents the next generation of 
filmmakers and actors, embodying the passion, 
creativity, and work ethic that are essential for 
success in today’s fast-paced and ever-evolving 
creative landscape. For those keeping an eye on 
rising talent, Jack Esformes is certainly a name 
to watch. He represents the hustle and heart of 
the newest generation of filmmakers and actors, 
making it clear that he’s just getting started.

“Every shot, 
a step closer 
to dreams”

FILMMAKING’S FINEST
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Dominating 
Theaters, 
Television, 
and Film

A
lan Grinstein, born in the vibrant city 
of Buenos Aires, Argentina, quickly 
found his passion for acting during 
his formative years in Mar del Plata. 
Raised in a bilingual environment 

at Holy Trinity College, Alan’s journey into the 
world of performing arts began with fervor, as 
he eagerly seized every opportunity to show-
case his talent in school productions.

Upon graduation, Alan embarked on a dual 
academic and artistic journey, earning a degree 
in Business Administration with a Theater Minor 
from Washington and Lee University, Virginia, 
in 2017. At WLU, he not only excelled academi-
cally but also left an indelible mark on the stage, 
earning a lead role in “Really Really” as Cooper 
and taking on diverse responsibilities like Pro-
duction Designer, Sound Designer, and Back-
stage Manager for productions like “The Night of 
the Iguana,” “Legally Blonde,” and Steven Dietz’s 
“Dracula.”

Returning to Argentina, Alan’s career soared as 
he became a sought-after talent in the world of 
commercials, featuring in campaigns for es-
teemed brands such as Baum, Malaria, Bruto 
and Lucciano’s, Pedidos Ya, and McDonald’s. 
In 2019, he made his mark in Buenos Aires, 
joining Juan Rodo’s esteemed musical theater 
academy. There, Alan not only refined his craft 
but also secured leading roles in acclaimed pro-
ductions like “Dracula” (as Dracula), “Nine” (as 
Guido), “Miss Saigon” (as Chris), “Little Shop 
of Horrors” (as Orin), and “42nd Street” (as Mr. 
Marsh).

Post-academy, Alan’s talent blossomed on the 
grand stage of the iconic Colon Theater in Mar 
del Plata, where he portrayed El Visitante in a 
captivating summer production. His foray into 

television included notable roles in series like 
“Espartanos” and “Robo Mundial,” while feature 
films like Adrian Suar’s “Jaque Mate” for Prime 
Video and Maggie Bravi’s “Bloodspell” show-
cased his versatility.

The cinematic realm further beckoned as Alan 
showcased his acting prowess in the short film 
“Horizontes” directed by Berenice Zapiola in 
2022, and portrayed a British soldier during 
the Falklands War in “Las Cosas Que Extraño” 
directed by Julian Bedino and Julian Avella in 
the same year.

Continuing his theatrical journey, Alan recently 
graced the stage in Buenos Aires under the 
direction of Esteban Lamarque in “Yo No Qui-
ero Morir en Recoleta,” where he delivered a 
compelling performance as Joaquin in October 
2023. 

Soon, Alan will take part in the feature film “The 
Independents” to be shot in Los Angeles during 
the summer of 2024. He will play the role of “El 
Guapo”, a lender who loans money to desper-
ate actors seeking to open a private investiga-
tors agency.

With a diverse portfolio spanning theater, televi-
sion, and film, Alan Grinstein stands as a dy-
namic and multifaceted talent, leaving an indeli-
ble mark on the entertainment industry.
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I
n the lush, celebrity-studded contours of 
Beverly Hills, a future sports icon was born. 
Andrew Christian Swadling, or “A.C.” as he 
is affectionately known, opened his eyes to 
the world on April 18, 2004, at the renowned 

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. His journey from 
the manicured fields of Calabasas, where 
he dabbled in everything from karate to golf 
starting at the tender age of six, to the rigorous 
gridirons of college football, is not just a tale 
of athletic prowess but also one of personal 
determination and familial support.

Raised under the watchful eye of his mother, 
Leila Ciancaglini, Andrew’s athletic career was 
diverse and dynamic from the start. His home 
was a revolving door of sports equipment and 
tournament trophies, testament to his participa-
tion in basketball, baseball, tennis, and football. 
Football, however, fully captivated his heart, 
with his father, Andrew Serling, guiding him 
towards specializing after years of multidisci-
plinary training.

By the time he turned 12, it was clear that An-
drew was not just another athletic hopeful. Even 
among his multifaceted sports engagements, 
his football skills began to shine—a beacon 
that led him to pursue this path with vigor. His 
high school years at Faith Baptist High School, 
marked by early morning training sessions and 
game-filled weekends, culminated in a schol-
arship to the University of Arkansas at Pine 
Bluff—a testament to his hard work and raw 
talent.

At UAPB, Andrew quickly made his mark, taking 
to the Division 1 stage with a blend of agility and 
strategic acumen rarely seen in newcomers. His 
performances, punctuated by explosive sprints 
and game-saving tackles, drew national atten-
tion. ESPN’s coverage of his games brought his 
athletic deeds into living rooms across America, 
while sports commentators like KCAL News’ Jim 
Hill sought him out to uncover the man behind 
the statistics.

2023 marked a pivotal year for Andrew, with a 
standout game at the colossal SoFi Stadium 
sealing his reputation as a player to watch. Now 
a free safety at the University of Arkansas, he 
became a key defensive asset for the Golden 
Lions.

“ATHLETIC 
PROWESS 
SHAPED BY 
FAMILY AND
DEDICATION”

THE SWADLING WAY
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What sets Andrew apart is not just his on-field 
skill set but his off-field demeanor—quiet, con-
templative, yet fiercely determined. His career 
is a mosaic of breathtaking plays and strategic 
foresight, framed by a relentless pursuit of ex-
cellence. Off the field, he embodies the role of a 
student and mentor, balancing academics with 
community engagement, always striving to lift 
others as he climbs.

The journey of Andrew “A.C.” Swadling is more 
than a sports narrative. It’s a vivid illustration 
of how talent, nurtured by family and refined 
through persistent effort, can chart a path to 
stardom on the national sports stage. As he 
continues to don his helmet under the Arkansas 
sun, one thing is clear: the world of American 
football has found not just a new star, but a role 
model who plays as passionately as he lives.
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I
n Los Angeles, a city that both creates and 
crowns celebrities, Juan Le Prince stands 
out as an influential figure who does more 
than just captivate audiences; he engages 
with them deeply and meaningfully. Fea-

tured prominently in Exquisite Magazine as the 
most talked-about socialite, Juan combines his 
careers in modeling, acting, and fashion show 
management with a spirited commitment to 
advocacy, particularly within the LGBTQ com-
munity.

Juan’s charm and approachability are key to 
his appeal. Whether he’s appearing on CBS, 
ROKU, Apple TV, or Telemundo, he brings a 
unique sincerity that resonates with viewers. His 
work extends beyond the camera’s reach, influ-
encing fashion and culture in dynamic ways.

The complexity of his public persona is captured 
in a documentary by a Turkish production com-
pany that films him over the course of a day, 
revealing the quieter, more intimate aspects of 
his life. This project allows audiences to see be-
yond the celebrity to the person who faces life’s 
challenges with resilience and openness.

Currently, Juan is channeling his entrepreneur-
ial spirit into a new venture, “90 Day Hustle,” a 
reality series reminiscent of ‘Shark Tank’. Here, 
he mentors aspiring entrepreneurs, guiding 
them as they develop and refine their products 
and business strategies. This not only highlights 
his business acumen but also underscores his 
dedication to practical, impactful mentorship.

Much of Juan’s strength and passion for ad-
vocacy can be traced back to his mother, 

whose influence has been a guiding force in 
his life. Her lessons have empowered him to 
use his platform to support and advocate for 
the LGBTQ community and to be a formidable 
presence in the industry, committed to making a 
difference wherever he can.

Juan Le Prince is redefining what it means 
to be a celebrity in today’s world. Not content 
to simply exist in the public eye, he uses his 
visibility to effect change and inspire others, 
blending his life’s passions with his professional 
endeavors in a way that encourages others to 
follow suit. His approach to celebrity is not just 
about achieving personal success but about 
lifting others on his rise to the top. Through his 
actions, Juan illustrates that the true power of 
fame comes from its potential to promote prog-
ress and unity.

“EMPOWER 
OTHERS, 
ENHANCE 
THE WORLD”

LEAD WITH HEART AND CHARISMA
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A
bshire Family Financial, a veter-
an-owned firm with over 15 years of 
experience, offers comprehensive 
financial services, including income 
planning, tax strategies, legacy and 

estate planning, and asset maximization. They 
utilize a holistic five-step retirement planning 
system to ensure clients achieve long-term 
financial security and peace of mind.

Recently, Abshire Family Financial partnered 
with Inner Circle, founded by renowned singer, 
songwriter, and producer Chase Bell, to en-
hance financial literacy among Los Angeles en-
tertainers. This collaboration empowers artists 
with the financial tools and knowledge needed 
to build lasting wealth and manage their financ-
es effectively.

Inner Circle and Abshire Family Financial un-
derstand the unique challenges faced by artists 
in managing their finances. They are committed 
to nurturing financial literacy within the enter-
tainer space, equipping emerging and estab-
lished artists with robust financial plans that 
endure throughout their careers. This partner-
ship offers services specifically for entertainers, 
including workshops, one-on-one coaching, 
and customized financial strategies focusing 
on wealth management, investment education, 
and long-term financial security. Jesse Abshire, 
founder of Abshire Family Financial, added, 
“Our mission has always been to provide com-
prehensive and personalized financial guidance. 
Working with Inner Circle allows us to tailor our 
expertise to the specific needs of artists, helping 
them to not only understand but also maximize 
their financial potential.”

Jesse Abshire, MD, MS, is a distinguished 
financial expert and leader in the field of wealth 
management. As the Chairman and CEO of Ab-

shire Family Financial and the Chief Investment 
Officer for Abshire Capital, Jesse brings over 
15 years of invaluable experience to his role, 
offering strategic financial guidance and per-
sonalized solutions to clients daily. His journey 
towards excellence began with a solid educa-
tional foundation, earning a Bachelor’s Degree 
in Business and Finance, followed by a Master 
of Science Degree, and ultimately, a Medical 
Doctorate. This diverse academic background 
equips him with a unique perspective and a 
deep understanding of financial principles and 
strategies.

In addition to his academic achievements, Jes-
se’s professional background is equally impres-
sive. Prior to founding Abshire Family Financial, 
he served with distinction in the US Army as a 
mountaineer, receiving an honorable discharge 
after dedicated service with the 10th Mountain 
Division. His commitment to continuous learning 
and development is evident through his pursuit 
of advanced degrees. His expertise in both 
finance and medicine allows him to offer com-
prehensive and holistic financial solutions to his 
clients, focusing on both growing and preserv-
ing wealth.

A respected member of the financial community, 
Jesse is affiliated with the Association of Finan-
cial Consultants, where he actively contributes 
to the advancement of industry standards and 
best practices. Beyond his professional endeav-
ors, Jesse is deeply involved in the community, 
exemplifying a spirit of service and leadership. 
He has been bestowed the honor of being an 
Honorary Sheriff for Washoe County, further 
demonstrating his dedication to public service.

Outside of work and community involvement, 
Jesse enjoys a variety of interests and hobbies. 
He is an avid golfer, finding joy and competition 
on the greens, and a passionate cyclist, em-
bracing the outdoors and the thrill of the open 
road. Additionally, Jesse is a food connoisseur, 
relishing in the exploration of culinary delights.

In all aspects of his life, Jesse Abshire em-
bodies integrity, dedication, and excellence. 
Through his expertise, leadership, and unwaver-
ing commitment to client success, he continues 
to make a meaningful impact in the financial 
industry and beyond.
For more information, visit Abshire Family Fi-

nancial abshirefamilyfinancial.com.

Leading 
Financial 
Success for 
Artists

https://www.abshirefamilyfinancial.com
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I
n the pulsating heart of Los Angeles, a city 
renowned for its vibrant nightlife and dynam-
ic entertainment, one name is resonating 
louder than ever before: Chase Bell. This 
singer-songwriter has not only captivated 

audiences worldwide with his evocative music 
but has also revolutionized the nightlife scene 
through his innovative entertainment company, 
Inner Circle.

Chase Bell’s journey is one of artistic 
evolution and relentless ambition. Af-
ter mesmerizing crowds across Eu-
rope and Africa with his electrifying 
performances, drawing in audiences 
of up to 60,000 people, Bell 
turned his attention to the 
buzzing nightlife of Mi-
ami and Los Angeles. 
It wasn’t long before 
he secured coveted 
monthly residen-
cies at some of 
the top clubs, 
firmly planting 
his flag in these 
cultural hotspots.

Inner Circle, Bell’s brainchild, is 
more than just an entertainment 
company; it’s a cultural move-
ment. With a fresh approach to 
nightlife, Inner Circle curates 
‘artist-centric’ parties that are 
a feast for the senses. These 
events blend live performanc-
es by singers and DJs with a 
vibrant atmosphere that has 
become synonymous with 
celebrity appearances and 
euphoric energy. Inner Circle 
has quickly become a staple 
in West Hollywood’s elite venues, of-
fering a sanctuary for those seeking 
both high-energy entertainment and 
artistic inspiration.

Chase Bell’s commitment to uplifting music is 
evident in his collaborations and viral hits. His 
song “Chasing Your Dream,” featuring Gram-
my-nominated artist Aloe Blacc, and “Your Sky 
Has No Limit,” a collaboration with Afropop sen-
sation Eddy Kenzo, have transcended borders, 
resonating with fans globally. These tracks, 
brimming with positivity and motivation, show-
case Bell’s knack for creating music that speaks 
to the soul and ignites a sense of boundless 
possibility.

Anticipation is building for Bell’s latest project, 
his upcoming album “Optimize Your Optimism,” 
slated for release in 2024. This album prom-
ises to be a testament to Bell’s artistic growth 
and his unwavering dedication to spreading joy 
through music. With its release, Bell is poised 

to cement his status as a household name, 
further amplifying his influence in the pop 

music landscape.

Chase Bell is not just a musician; he 
is a visionary artist shaping the future 
of entertainment. His ability to merge 
music with immersive nightlife experienc-

es has set a new standard, making 
Inner Circle events a must-at-
tend for those in the know. 
As Bell continues to push 
boundaries and explore new 
creative horizons, there is 
no doubt that his star will 
continue to rise, lighting 
up the nightlife scene and 
beyond.

For those eager to ex-
perience Chase Bell’s 
magnetic charm and 
innovative spirit, his music 

can be found across all 
social media platforms 
under @ChaseBell-
Music. Additionally, 
Inner Circle’s upcom-

ing events and artistic 
showcases are detailed 
on their social media at 

@InnerCircle.Usa. Dive 
into the world of Chase Bell, 

where music and nightlife con-
verge in a celebration of creativity and 
optimism.

POWERFUL VOICE, STRIKING PRESENCE

A NEW ERA OF 
L.A NIGHTLIFE
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F
rom the rhythmic heart of Russellville, 
Alabama, emerges Took4granted—
known to fans as TG—a fresh voice 
set to leave an indelible mark on the 
music world. Russellville, just fifteen 

minutes from the soul-stirring echoes of Muscle 
Shoals where musical titans like Aretha Franklin 
and Wilson Pickett once recorded their iconic 
tracks, offers rich soil from which TG’s artistry 
naturally sprouted.

Music runs deep in TG’s veins, nurtured in a 
family pulsating with diverse musical talents. 
Whether it was the strumming of a guitar, the 
powerful belts of soul singers, or the tender 
harmonies of gospel music, TG’s childhood 
home was a constant symphony of sounds and 
styles. His connection to musical greats isn’t 
just spiritual but also familial, sharing bloodlines 
with members of the illustrious Temptations.

TG’s passion for music was evident from his for-
mative years. The call of melodies and harmo-
nies was irresistible, leading him to participate 
in choirs and dazzle in school musical showcas-
es from a tender age. These experiences laid 
the groundwork for his innovative musical style, 
deeply rooted in his soulful heritage yet daring 
to disrupt norms and cross genre boundaries.

Influenced by a kaleidoscope of musical leg-
ends—from the timeless Stevie Wonder to the 
dynamic Charlie Wilson, and from the inno-
vative Kanye West to the legendary Nat King 
Cole—TG’s music is a rich blend of old-school 
charm and contemporary flair. His works are 
a reflection of his profound respect for musical 
pioneers paired with a relentless push towards 
new creative vistas.

TG’s live performances and recordings echo 
the vast musical landscape of his upbringing. 
Each lyric, each note is a brushstroke in a 
vibrant mural of sound, celebrating his roots 
while painting his unique voice onto the broader 
musical canvas. His journey is not just about 
music but a continuous homage to the art 
form’s ability to inspire and transform lives.

Beyond the studio, TG’s influence extends 
to the stage and beyond. He has shared the 
limelight with notable figures like Project Pac 
and Damon Wayans Jr., and collaborated with 
artists across genres, including Musiq Soulchild 
and Pacman The Gunman. These collabora-
tions are not mere performances but a synthe-
sis of shared visions and mutual respect among 
artists.

TG’s commitment to his craft is paralleled by 
his dedication to community upliftment. A proud 
alumnus of the Los Angeles Recording School, 
he not only refined his skills but also embraced 
the role of a mentor through his work with the 
nonprofit, Notes For Notes. This organization 
offers young artists in Los Angeles a platform 
to hone their talents in music and related arts, 
supported by partnerships with industry leaders 
like Sony Music.

Through his musical endeavors and philan-
thropic efforts, TG is not just crafting a path for 
his own sonic explorations but also paving the 
way for future generations. His story is one of 
rhythmic resilience and melodic commitment, 
ensuring that his musical journey will resonate 
with and inspire an audience much wider than 
the confines of Russellville or even Muscle 
Shoals.

TG stands poised at the edge of musical in-
novation, where each performance is an op-
portunity to redefine genres and each song is 
an exploration of the limitless possibilities of 
sound. His narrative is still unfolding, and the 
music world watches with bated breath for what 
will come next from this dynamic artist. As he 
continues to evolve and influence, his trajectory 
remains a vivid illustration of how music can 
indeed change the world, one note at a time.

“Music echoes 
life, and life 
inspires music”

VERSATILE MUSIC TRAILBLAZER
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Crafting 
Emotional 
Soundscapes

J
oe Sparrow emerges as a distinctive 
force in the dynamic landscape of 
pop music. With his latest single “Little 
Cleopatra,” he transcends the typical 
sonic experience, weaving a rich 

narrative of human emotions that range from 
intense longing to profound ambiguity. His 
vocal abilities are exceptional—capable of both 
igniting fervor and providing solace, making him 
an unparalleled artist in his genre. 

This new release adds a critical layer to his 
evolving sound, blending potent vocals with 
cutting-edge production to draw listeners into 
a vividly mysterious musical journey. Sparrow’s 
vocal prowess is undeniable. With the ability 
to ignite passion as well as soothe the soul, 
his voice serves as the perfect vehicle for 
his intricate melodies and compelling lyrical 
narratives. “Little Cleopatra” emerges as a 
significant piece in his discography, intertwining 
robust vocal delivery with innovative production 
elements that invite listeners into a vivid tableau 
of mystery and allure.

Reflecting on Joe Sparrow’s artistic voyage, his 
narrative is as dynamic as his music. Originating 
as the charismatic lead vocalist and songwriter 
for Solwave, a band that once painted the 
town red across key music capitals like San 
Francisco and Los Angeles, he has consistently 
expanded his musical boundaries. Performing 
alongside giants such as The Revivalists and 
Spin Doctors, Sparrow has not only honed his 
craft but has also imprinted his melodic flair 
in the ears and hearts of the indie and pop 
communities.

Collaborations have been a cornerstone 
of Sparrow’s career. Working with industry 

stalwarts like Gordon Raphael and Tim Palmer, 
he has dipped his toes in varied musical 
styles, enriching his own sound. His adaptive 
musical prowess continued to shine through in 
partnerships with artists like ZHU and Stephen, 
and his solo projects have further cemented his 
reputation as a multi-faceted artist.

Released amidst high expectations, his 2020 
EP “Behind Closed Doors” broke new ground. 
This collection, along with his engaging singles 
and visually striking music videos, marked 
a pivotal moment in his journey from a band 
frontman to a solo icon. His subsequent team-
ups, especially with producer AJ Salvatore, 
underscore his evolving artistic identity, which 
embraces innovation and authenticity.

“This song is my 
heart, unfiltered 
and raw.”
As anticipation builds, “Little Cleopatra” is set 
to become a cultural marker in the landscape 
of contemporary pop. This track not only 
highlights Joe Sparrow’s evolution as an artist 
but also reiterates his knack for capturing the 
intricate nuances of emotional experiences. 
With this latest release, Joe Sparrow is not just 
releasing another album cut; he is offering an 
invitation: to delve into the complex array of 
human experiences, all through the lens of his 
compelling musical vision.

In every note of “Little Cleopatra,” Joe Sparrow 
invites us to navigate the complex mosaic of 
human emotions. As he continues to forge a 
path through the modern pop milieu, his journey 
is a vivid reminder of the power of authentic 
soundscapes in connecting with an ever-
evolving audience. Fans old and new are tuning 
in, ready to be part of the resonant story Joe 
Sparrow is singing.

PURE EMOTION
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B
igga$tate (Jonathan Henderson), 
born in Chicago, Illinois, is an 
all-freestyle Hip Hop & R&B artist 
who doesn’t write any lyrics. He has 
earned #34 on the iTunes chart and 

was named among the Top 24 entrepreneurs by 
Fox News for donating to over 85 charities from 
the proceeds gained from live streaming and 
selling out, even amidst the pandemic. He is the 
7th highest booked Hip Hop celebrity on over 
three celebrity shout-out apps, being the first in 
history to offer personalized freestyles, and has 
garnered over one million streams and views by 
sounding like a different artist in almost every 
song. Recently scouted personally by Benzino 
for his project, Bigga is currently considering 
record deals from Universal Music Group, Sony 
Music, Warner Music Group, 
C2R Music Group, Gold Life, 
and Ruby Recordings, all 
while being independently 
self-managed.

Bigga$tate has performed 
sold-out international concerts 
in Cancún, Mexico (twice) and 
headlined two performances at 
the WorldScout Music Festi-
val, with 8x Grammy-winning 
producer Scott Storch as the 
keynote speaker. At the expo, 
he performed for two days as 
the sole artist, showcasing his 
talents to Mike Zombie, Woah 
Vicky, forty major music labels, 
and two thousand attendees.

He was also asked to perform 

for industry leaders such as Steve Lobel 
and super producer Jay E, who produced 
songs for Justin Timberlake, Lil Wayne, 
and Hilary Duff. Additionally, Bigga$tate 
has interacted with executives and A&R 
from Universal Music Group, Epic Records, 
Disney Music Group, Pandora Radio, and 
many more.

This was not Bigga$tate’s first significant 
headlining performance at a music event. 
In 2019, at the A3C Festival (sponsored by 
J. Cole’s street team), his performance was 
filmed and will be aired at the Netflix music 
event on the WorldStar Hip Hop stage. In 

the past, Bigga$tate has been scouted by many 
major labels like Maybach Music Group and 
Dream Chasers and is currently sponsored by 
over fifty different brands, including the popular 
game Fortnite, all in less than one year!

He has sold out over three hundred shows (two 
of them at SXSW) and shared the stage with 
Afroman, Kash Doll, and Lexy Panterra and was 
interviewed by WorldStar Hip Hop. Bigga$tate 
is sponsored by five major clothing brands and 
has been featured on the Cameo app, BBC Ra-
dio, ABC News, Fox News, CBS, NBC, BET, No 
Jumper, WorldStar, Bravo, VH1, XXL, Complex, 
MTV, Genius, The Source, Power105.1, Shade 
45, and over one thousand radio stations!

“Scriptless, 
yet a beat 

breaks free”

BEAT FLOW
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R
ay Kirk stands as a dynamic force 
in the music industry, masterfully 
blending his diverse heritage with 
unique artistry. Born to a Korean 
entrepreneur mother and a father 

who drummed for the Commodores and Lionel 
Richie, Ray’s early life was a rich tapestry of 
cultural and musical influences. Deeply inspired 
by Tupac’s lyrical genius, he began crafting his 
own verses under the moniker Young Kirk at 
just ten years old. Rising rapidly in the local mu-
sic scene, he was performing across Japan in a 
rap duo by his early teens, relentlessly hustling 
to distribute his music.

At seventeen, Ray’s career took a significant 
turn when he partnered with the Japanese 
rapper-producer Staxx to form Iyse, which they 
later rebranded to Cream Today. Their debut 
album quickly rose to fourth in the national 
charts, while their follow-up, the “Icekream” EP, 
reigned at the top of Japan’s iTunes Hip Hop 
and R&B charts for four consecutive weeks. 
Ray’s tracks also became the pump-up an-
thems at world champion boxer Kazuto Ioka’s 
matches, electrifying crowds and amplifying his 
fan base.

Expanding his horizons, Ray performed along-
side icons such as Ryuichi Sakamoto and 
Verbal from m-flo, and opened for international 
acts including DJ Unk, Chingy, and Akon. His 
versatility also shone on television as the char-
ismatic MC of Fuji TV’s quiz show “Brain Re-
newal Update Q! Smart Monkeys”. This platform 
not only showcased his engaging personality 
but also set the stage for his crossover to the 
U.S., where he soon captivated audiences in 
New York and Atlanta before making Los Ange-
les his home.

In 2019, embracing the name Ray Kirk, he 
ventured into entrepreneurship, co-founding 
Lemon Soda Music with popular DJ DANTZ. 
Their strategic partnership with Ingrooves in 
May 2020 marked a new chapter in his evolving 
career. Ray Kirk continues to break boundaries 
and inspire, demonstrating that his fusion of 
talent and perseverance is limitless.

MULTICULTURAL MUSIC INNOVATOR
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C
harting a path from the vibrant 
shores of Tampa, Florida to the puls-
ing streets of Los Angeles, PRKR 
Knows Best crafts a sonic palette 
that draws as much from his sun-

ny beginnings as it does from his globetrotting 
collaborations. This artist, songwriter, and music 
producer has spent the last decade refining 
a sound that resonates across international 
waters, pulling eclectic influences into a unified 
auditory experience.

His Rolodex includes the dynamic beats of 
Colombian electro-latino DJ Argüello, the soulful 
compositions of French-Algerian icon Rilès, and 
the pop sensibilities of Mandopop newcomer 
Xenzu. PRKR isn’t just making music; he’s cre-
ating a mosaic of global sounds. His work from 
his current home base in Los Angeles exem-
plifies not just musical collaboration but also a 
fusion of cultures.

PRKR’s versatility is his hallmark, allowing him 
to seamlessly navigate between genres and 
create music that is both innovative and remi-
niscent of the classics. His approach involves 
an intricate play between familiarity and novelty, 
producing rhythms that are uniquely fresh and 
undeniably catchy.

In the studio, PRKR is both a craftsman and 
a visionary, ensuring that each note and lyric 
carries the weight of his diverse musical back-
ground while pushing towards new artistic 

UNITING CULTURES

frontiers. His music does more than just tell a 
story—it invites listeners on a journey of mu-
sical discovery, where the sounds of different 
worlds blend under the deft touch of his creative 
genius.

As PRKR continues to chart his course in the 
music industry, he remains a beacon of origi-
nality, proving that in the right hands, music is 
a universal language capable of bridging dis-
parate cultures. With each project, he redefines 
what it means to be an artist in today’s global 
music scene, promising listeners a legacy of 
engaging and diverse musical expressions.

“MUSIC 
IS THE 
RHYTHM OF 
UNITY”
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H
ollywood buzzes with life and iconic 
landmarks, but one figure stands 
out from the typical entertainment 
narrative. Roman Royel, a former 
military man turned music mogul, 

has been quietly redefining what it means to 
be a record label CEO with his unique venture, 
Pairamilitary Music Group (PMG).

After serving in the military, where precision 
and discipline shaped his approach, Roman 
transitioned into music—a field where chaos 
often reigns, but where he saw potential 
for a new order. Drawing from his diverse 
experiences, Roman founded PMG, not just 
as a business, but as a platform to challenge 
the norms of music production and artist 
development.

The story of PMG begins with Roman at the 
helm, navigating through the competitive waters 
of Hollywood’s music scene. His approach was 
different; he viewed his artists as more than just 
talents to be exploited for commercial gain. He 
saw them as partners in a collaborative venture 
that could transform the landscape of music.

Roman’s early collaborations set the tone for 
what PMG would become. Working with artists 
like Kid Canon and Compton Menace, he didn’t 
just produce tracks; he crafted narratives that 
spoke to the streets and the suites alike. His 
partnership with Pacman da Gunman was 
particularly fruitful, producing hits that were 
both critically acclaimed and commercially 
successful.

But Roman’s role extended beyond producing 
hits. He was a strategist, using his military-
honed skills to navigate the complex world of 

music licensing. Under his guidance, PMG 
didn’t just release music; it strategically placed 
tracks in films, ads, and TV shows, multiplying 
their impact and reach.

Each day at PMG, Roman walks the floor, 
engages with his artists, and plots the next 
move. His leadership style is immersive, often 
blurring the lines between CEO and mentor. 
For Roman, success is not measured by 
charts and streams alone but by the growth 
he sees in his artists. He invests in them, 
ensuring that each one’s unique sound is 
developed, refined, and heard.

Roman Royel’s story is still unfolding, with 
each chapter promising not just new music, 
but new ways of making and sharing it. At 
PMG, the focus is clear—create, collaborate, 
and change the game. As Hollywood watches, 
Roman Royel continues to conduct his 
symphony of sounds, proving that even in 
the most saturated markets, there is room for 
innovation and genuine partnership.

MULTIPLYING IMPACT

“CREATE 
BOLDLY, LIVE 
AUDACIOUSLY”
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I
n the effervescent world of dance, where 
each pirouette and plié tells a story, Oksana 
Wolf emerges as a transcendent figure. 
Known professionally as “Oksana Wolf,” she 
embodies the spirit of both predator and 

guardian. Her movements are as precise and 
impactful as the celestial bodies she studies. 
A seasoned choreographer, dancer, and 
instructor, Oksana’s repertoire spans the stage 
and screen, captivating audiences with her raw, 
magnetic presence.

Oksana’s artistic journey is decorated with a 
series of prestigious awards and diplomas, 
each a testament to her versatility across 
various dance genres. Her performances, 
characterized by emotional depth and 
technical precision, have seen her 
share the spotlight with some of the 
most iconic names in the industry. 
Whether it’s through the controlled 
narrative of a ballet sequence or the 
wild abandon of contemporary dance, 
Oksana brings a unique intensity to her 
craft.

Beyond the limelight, Oksana explores the vast 
expanses of the cosmos. A certified astrologist 
and human design reader, she delves deep 
into the mysteries of the universe, offering guid-
ance to those seeking to navigate their own 
spiritual paths. This celestial passion is not just 
a hobby but a profound extension of her artistic 
expression, influencing her choreographic style 
and teaching methodologies.

Oksana’s commitment to the earthly realm is 
equally profound. A fervent advocate for ani-
mal rights, she dedicates her time and energy 
to a wolf and wolf-dog sanctuary. Here, she 

connects with creatures that mirror the fierce, 
untamed spirit of her dance persona. This ad-
vocacy is woven through her life’s work as she 
champions the cause of the voiceless, both on 
and off the stage.

To witness Oksana dance is to see the alchemy 
of her passions in motion—her body an instru-
ment of artistic expression, her movements 
a dance to the music of the spheres. As she ad-
vocates for those without a voice and explores 
the hidden corners of the 
human psyche, Oksana Wolf 
continues to inspire and 
ignite change, making 
her mark as a formi-
dable force in the 
dance world and 
beyond.

Join her 
in this 
mes-

mer-
izing 
journey as 
she moves 
to the rhythm 
of her passions, 
and perhaps, find 
a little bit of magic 
to transform your own 
world.

“DANCING WITH 
THE COSMOS, 
INSPIRING ALL”

IGNITING COSMIC INSPIRATION
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“Spin records, 
spin dreams.”

R
aised in St. Mary, Jamaica, Sean Maxwell, 
known professionally as “Barney” Nico Su-
preme, started DJing at 14. What began 
as a hobby quickly turned into a passion, 
prompting him to immerse himself in the 

vibrant Caribbean DJ scene. Inspired by notable 
figures like DJ Patchie and DJ Simplewhite, he 
honed his skills and, after high school, moved to 
the Northern Caribbean to further his career at 
house parties and local events.

Nico Supreme gained fame as a mixtape prod-
igy, creating tracks that showcased his knack 
for blending sounds, which in turn solidified 
his reputation. His mixtapes became es-
sential for many sound systems and fellow 
DJs. This acclaim soon translated into 
collaborations with artists like Leetal for 
private gigs and large-scale concerts, 
enhancing his profile.

His career took a significant leap when he 
started as a radio DJ at Tellstream Radio in 
Birmingham, England, before moving back 
to Kingston, Jamaica. There, he teamed up 
with mentor and close friend NicoBamBam of 
the renowned Stone Love Sound System. His 
global presence grew, leading to performances 
worldwide.

In 2012, Nico relocated to Los Angeles and, by 
2016, had completed a DJ performance and pro-
duction course at the Music Institute, boosting his 
radio career. The following year, he launched a global 
mix show on NBC KCAA Radio and, in 2018, joined 
DASH Radio’s Kaliente Girls show and secured a two-
year deal with Apple Music to produce mixtapes featuring 
diverse music genres.

Nico Supreme continues to excel, hosting the Power Mix 
on Kaliente Girls and touring as the official DJ for artist 
Kxng Dope and Death Row Records. His ongoing projects 
and extensive network make him a prime candidate for brand 
partnerships, poised to amplify any event with his electrifying 
performances.

SPINNING TO THE TOP
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R
afael Anteby, an LA-based fashion 
designer originally from Israel, has 
turned remnants of conflict into sym-
bols of harmony through his jewelry 
line, Bullets 4 Peace. This collection, 

made from used bullet casings collected glob-
ally, transforms instruments of destruction into 
emblems of hope and unity.

Growing up in Israel, Rafael experienced the 
harsh realities of conflict firsthand. The impact 
of gun violence shaped his early years, but he 
found solace in the arts. His talents flourished 
in painting, sculpture, music, and martial arts, 
where he achieved three world titles in Kung Fu. 
This discipline not only showcased his physical 
abilities but also reinforced his dedication to 
promoting peace.

Motivated to make a positive difference, Rafael 
began teaching martial arts in Israel, South Afri-
ca, and the United States. His lessons extended 
beyond physical techniques to include Chinese 
healing and meditation practices. It was through 
these efforts to spread peace and unity that 
Bullets 4 Peace emerged. This jewelry line is 
more than a fashion statement; it’s a mission. 
By repurposing bullet casings, Rafael creates 
powerful symbols of peace, with proceeds sup-
porting various charitable organizations.

Rafael’s vision extends beyond jewelry. In 2021, 
he opened Rafi Lounge, a sanctuary of well-be-
ing in the heart of Malibu. This Bali-inspired 
retreat, overlooking the ocean, offers a serene 

escape for those seeking to nurture their body, 
mind, and soul. The Lounge blends wellness, 
spirituality, and coworking, providing a unique 
space for a community of like-minded individu-
als.

Located across from Nobu and SoHo House, 
Rafi Lounge has become a popular destination 
for holistic wellness experiences. Designed to 
foster an inclusive and welcoming atmosphere, 
members can participate in classes and work-
shops aimed at enhancing their overall well-be-
ing. The tranquil environment and stunning 
ocean views make it the perfect spot to rejuve-
nate and find inner peace.

Rafael’s dedication to preserving nature and 
wildlife is evident in his passion for photography. 
Through his travels and work in Los Angeles, he 
captures the beauty of the natural world, further 
reinforcing his commitment to environmental 
conservation.

Through Bullets 4 Peace and Rafi Lounge, 
Rafael Anteby continues to make a significant 
impact. His innovative approach to fashion and 
wellness promotes peace and unity while pro-
viding a sanctuary for personal growth and ho-
listic health. Rafael’s work exemplifies the power 
of transformation, turning symbols of violence 
into messages of hope and creating spaces 
where individuals can thrive.

To learn more about Rafael Anteby’s initiatives, 
visit Bullets 4 Peace and Rafi Lounge.

https://bullets4peace.com/
https://www.rafilounge.com/




I
n Los Angeles, where the drive for health 
is as intense as the pursuit of fame, Mike 
Torchia stands out as a transformative 
figure. He is a celebrated fitness expert, 
known for catering to Hollywood’s elite, 

and is equally renowned for his podcast “Live 
Well and Thrive,” which aims to dismantle the 
dangerous myths surrounding quick health fixes 
and promote a holistic approach to wellness. 
Torchia’s approach is not just about physical 
fitness; it integrates mental and emotional 
health to achieve a comprehensive state of well-
being that he believes is sustainable and deeply 
impactful.

Mike Torchia’s narrative transcends the typical 
celebrity trainer archetype. He advocates for 
a robust wellness strategy that emphasizes 
physical, mental, and emotional health, 
asserting that true beauty flows naturally from 
genuine health. His show, “Live Well and Thrive,” 
emerged from his frustration with misleading 
health trends propagated online. Each episode 
is a deep dive into authentic stories and 
practical advice that are directly derived from 
his personal and professional experiences. He 
strictly avoids endorsing products unless he has 
thoroughly tested and found them beneficial, 
ensuring that his recommendations are always 
trustworthy and grounded in reality.

His health and fitness philosophy were honed 
from his own experiences and a profound 
understanding of how optimal nutrition and 

proper exercise can dramatically transform 
lives. Torchia’s initiatives include “The Shape 
Up America Campaign,” launched in 2001, 
which aims to motivate people nationwide to 
adopt better physical and dietary habits. This 
campaign is part of his broader effort to impact 
public health that extends beyond his personal 
training sessions to include influencing national 
health policies in partnership with key U.S. 
health authorities and policymakers.

Furthermore, Torchia leverages his high-profile 
connections to amplify support for tackling 
obesity in the U.S. and globally. His commitment 
involves orchestrating fundraising events and 
public health campaigns that harness the 
celebrity influence of his clients for a greater 
good. He champions the transformative power 
of education and motivation to foster healthier 
lifestyles through engaging community activities 
and inclusive programs that reach various 
segments of society, including schools, civic 
organizations, and businesses.

“Live Well and Thrive” stands out as a genuine 
and actionable guide in the health podcast 
landscape. In each episode, Torchia aims to 
enlighten and inspire, extending his reach 
beyond celebrities to everyday people. He 
shares relatable stories and cost-effective 
health tips, ensuring that his podcast is not just 
informative but also accessible. He promotes a 
model of health that eschews quick fixes in favor 
of enduring, lifestyle-based changes.

In this saturated market of health gimmicks, 
Mike Torchia’s podcast does more than just 
dispense tips; it builds a community aimed at 
lifelong wellness. “Live Well and Thrive” invites 
its audience to reject fleeting health fads and 
embrace balanced, healthy living through 
shared learning and collective experience. The 
show is a platform for transformation, where 
laughter and practical advice converge to create 
a vibrant, supportive community dedicated to 
health and happiness. Each episode is a step 
towards a healthier, more fulfilled life, proving 
that with the right guidance and community 
support, achieving a balanced lifestyle is within 
everyone’s reach.

Empowering 
holistic health 
beyond the 
celebrity sphere

WELLNESS VISIONARY
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W
illiam Todd Ruhe stands out as 
a dedicated and results-oriented 
professional whose career 
seamlessly blends corporate 
success with meaningful 

advocacy. Known for his unwavering commitment 
to his goals, Todd has made significant 
contributions as the Chairman of the Board of 
the Dee Dee Jackson Foundation (DDJF) since 
joining the organization in 2016. Under his 
leadership, DDJF has strengthened its mission to 
support mental health and wellness for individuals 
and families. Todd resonates deeply with the 
mission of The Dee Dee Jackson Foundation, 
which emphasizes navigating loss, grief, and 
trauma through ‘The Power of Love’ show, a 
weekly live-streamed digital talk show that airs on 
YouTube and Facebook every Wednesday at 1 PM 
PST. It is also available as a podcast on all major 
streaming platforms under the same title.    

With The Dee Dee Jackson Foundation, you are 
never alone on your journey of hope and healing. 
The Dee Dee Jackson Foundation is a non-
profit organization that provides music therapy 
to children and adults. The programs led by 
Music Therapists-Board Certified aim to reduce 
the psychological effects of trauma and provide 
participants emotional and cognitive resources 
for coping with their experiences. In addition, the 
Power of Love Show presented by The Dee Dee 
Jackson Foundation provides hope, resources 
and a community so no one feels alone in their 
grief.

With over two decades of executive leadership 
experience in pharmaceutical sales and 
marketing, Todd has specialized in the 
neuroscience, psychiatry, and rare disease fields. 
His career is marked by notable achievements, 
including building and leading high-performance 
teams, coaching and developing leaders, 
managing up to 200 direct reports, leading new 
product launches, and fostering a patient-centric 
culture. This culture ensures that patients of the 
doctors his teams collaborate with have access 
to treatment options that provide solutions 

for complex diagnoses, often where no cures 
exist, thereby enhancing their quality of life. 
Furthermore, Todd is committed to supporting 
more education around disease states and 
treatment options, ensuring that patients and 
caregivers are well informed. His consistent 
success has earned him multiple President’s Club 
awards and promotions to positions of increasing 
responsibility and influence.

Todd’s philanthropic work is equally impressive. 
During his eight-year tenure on the board of 
directors at BJC Healthcare, he significantly 
enhanced the organization’s presence and 
effectiveness. These experiences deepened his 
commitment to philanthropy and connected him 
with the mission of DDJF.

In addition to his professional and philanthropic 
efforts, Todd is an advocate for fitness and 
nutrition. As a former marathon runner and 
triathlete, he enjoys hiking, running, weight 
training, and spending time with family and 
friends. His dedication to a healthy lifestyle aligns 
with his belief in the importance of both physical 
and mental well-being. In today’s world, where 
mental health awareness is crucial, leaders like 
William Todd Ruhe play a vital role in driving 
positive change. His dedication to both his career 
and philanthropic endeavors demonstrates how 
focused leadership can make a meaningful 
impact.

Through his work with DDJF, Todd continues to 
support mental health initiatives, inspiring others to 
contribute to a healthier and more understanding 
society. In addition to his roles in the corporate 
and philanthropic spheres, Todd serves as a 
mentor and advisor, helping professionals grow 
and develop in the pharmaceutical industry. His 
mentorship has been instrumental in shaping the 
careers of many professionals, fostering a culture 
of growth and development within the industry.

Looking ahead, Todd is committed to expanding 
his efforts to promote mental health awareness on 
a global scale. He is actively involved in initiatives 
that aim to reduce the stigma surrounding mental 
health issues and improve access to mental 
health services worldwide. By leveraging his 
extensive network and expertise, Todd seeks 
to create a more inclusive and supportive 
environment for those struggling with mental 
health challenges, ensuring they receive the total 
care and understanding they deserve.

DRIVING POSITIVE CHANGE

Global Health 
Leader
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